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ALL-SEASON SAFETY COVER

WALU POOL

Make your pool safe,
team up with WALTER
Swimming pool safety cover
designed to prevent access
to the pool for children
under ﬁve years of age.

Keep this document
for future reference.
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WALU POOL
All-season safety covers
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EVOLUTION
aluminium proﬁle
ﬁtted on surface,
with its ends resting on
pool coping stones

WALU POOL: Safety has
been our priority for more
than 16 years!
Half-round anodised aluminium supporting
bars, modular panels made of reinforced
ﬂexible composite material of 650gr/sq.m
with anti-abrasion treatment and attaching
system: WALU POOL covers are designed to
provide optimal safety:
- EVOLUTION Model for all pool shapes*
up to 11 x 5 m,
- STARLIGHT Model for all rectangular
pools* (with or without steps)
up to 11 x 5.50 m.
* As per pool drawing provided
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WALU POOL:
The only swimming pool
cover with interchangeable
bars and panels !
Exclusive patented WALTER system:
The cover’s panels and anodised
aluminium tubes are interchangeable
and can be replaced at less cost and
individually on site, if necessary.
This advantage means you never have to
be without your pool safety system and
ensures your cover always looks attractive.

WALU POOL:
Protection and cleanliness
through summer and
winter!
Its concept and, particularly, the efﬁcient
sealing around its edges ensure your
swimming pool remains clean through
summer and winter.

> Colours

Translucent blue
Translucent white

Fitting the crank
Weighing 1.250 kg per sq. meter,
WALU POOL can be rolled up in 2 or 3 minutes
by just one person using a geared-down manual crank
(or two people using two cranks for pools of at least 50 sq. m)
or a motorised crank.

* According to
our general warranty
terms delivred with
the cover.
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WALU POOL:
For use all year round!

• 2 types of edge attachment ﬁtting.
STARLIGHT aluminium
proﬁle ﬁtted on underside,
with its ﬂat ends resting
on coping stones

Special features: WALU POOL is available
in two versions:
• Opaque: Shuts out light thus
slowing down the growth of algae and
pathogenic micro-organisms and reducing
considerably the use of chemicals.
• Solar translucent: During the day, it
captures solar energy to keep your pool
heated throughout the summer, which
represents an appreciable energy saving.

For safety : straps and stainless steel
fasteners along widths (simple and quick).

Both the Opaque and Solar translucent
versions of WALU POOL create an
insulating air blanket which helps avoid
heat losses during the night, ensuring
longer use of your pool.

WALU POOL:
Small storage space needed!
When it is rolled up at one end of the pool,
the WALU POOL cover takes up very little
space.

For bad weather : Cabiclic cords along
lengths (ideal for winter)

Opaque
sand

Opaque blue

Opaque
emerald

Opaque Swiss
green

The WALU POOL cover
can be quickly unrolled by just
one person, using its return strap,
and can be moved back to the safety
position in less than 3 minutes.

WALU MATIC and WALU MOVE
Winder systems
EVEN
EASIER

WALU MATIC:
MOTORISED CRANK
with 24-volt battery
With WALU MATIC, rolling up your
WALU POOL safety cover is even easier
and quicker.

WALU MATIC:
Easy handling!
You can uncover your swimming pool
effortlessly and in less than one minute.
Unrolling is performed simply by means
of the central pulling strap. A very high
efﬁciency perforator coupled with a
powerful back-geared motor provides a
better solution than geared-down manual
cranks.

WALU MATIC:
Your safety above all!
WALU MATIC is equipped with a high
performance 24-volt nickel-cadmium
battery for your safety. Its quick charger
completely recharges the battery in less
than 20 minutes.

WALU MATIC:
Smart design!
The cleverly designed lateral holding
handle and the antifriction wheel are
reversible so you can choose the side
where you want the cover to be rolled up,
to suit your layout or personal preference.
The WALU MATIC motorised crank can be
ﬁtted to all existing WALU POOL covers*.

WALU MOVE:
Manual or motorised winder
mechanism

WALU MOVE:
Increase the service life of
your pool cover!

With WALU MOVE, rolling up your
WALU POOL safety cover is even easier
and quicker.

WALU MOVE lifts the cover so that it
does not touch the coping while it is being
rolled up or unrolled. This limits the wear
on the cover from the coping, all the more
so if the latter is itself worn or abrasive.

WALU MOVE:
simpliﬁed manual use!
WALU MOVE* is an ingenious system
consisting of two trolleys placed at both
end of the roller tube, one of which is
ﬁtted with a crank. As the cover is lifted
slightly above ground level, rolling it up
and unwinding it are easier and take less
effort.

WALU MOVE:
simple, clever design!
WALU MOVE is simply designed: body in
sand-coloured synthetic material to blend
in perfectly, wide rubber casters that roll
better on poolside slabs and a removable
hand crank.

MOTORISATION OPTION:

* For rectangular pools up to: 11.00 x 5.00
m, without steps on the long side
(with or without motor).

Swimming pool safety cover designed to prevent
access to the pool for children under five years of age.

Rolling up process

Distributed by:
Warning:
This cover does not dispense with the need
to take sensible precautions and exercise
individual responsibility. It is not intended
to dispense with the need for supervision
of young children by their parents and/or
responsible adults, which remains essential
for their safety.

WALTER S.A.S.
BP 58
67172 BRUMATH Cedex - France
www.walter.fr
Keep this document for future reference.

Unrolling process

WALU MOVE can easily be motorised
by adding an independent motor unit
(bought with the WALU MOVE or added
later).
Your WALU POOL cover can then be rolled
up and unrolled completely effortlessly.
To unroll, simply pull out the cover using
the pulling strap.
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* Maximum pool size: 11,00 x 5,00 m.

